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Abstratl
We consider the class of 11)( i1 tournament matrices having sCO!".' vector
[1 1 2 3 ... 11 - 4 11 - 3 11 - 2 II - 2]', For each such matrix. we give formulas for the
entries in its perron vector in terms of the corresponding pcrron value. This leads to a
discussion of the ordering or the entries in the pcrron vector. and so yields some insight
into the Kendall Wei method for ranking players in a round robin competition. Finally.
we characterize all matrices from this class such that the ordering of the entries in the
perron vector coincides with the ordering or the entries in the score vector. © 1999
Elsevier Science Jnco All rights reserved.
I. Introduction
A tournament is a loop-free directed graph with the property that for any
pair of distinct vertices i andj, the graph contains exactly one of the arcs i -4.i
and j -Jo t. A tournament matrix is just the adjacency matrix of SOJ1le tourna-
ment, and it is easily seen that T is a toumament matrix if and only if it is a
(0,1) matrix satisfying T + T1 ::: J - l . when; J is the all ones matrix.
The name "tournament" derives from the fact that any such directed graph
can be thought of as a record of the results of a round-robin competition: the
arc i -t j in the graph indicates that in the game between players i andi .player
i was the winner, Evidently any tournament matrix can also be thought of as
arising from a round-robin competition,
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There arc a number of different suggestions as to how one might rank the
players in a tournament (sec Ref. [8J for a survey of ranking methods). In this
paper we focus on a ranking scheme due to Wei [9] and Kendall [5]. which
proposes that if we have a strongly connected tournament (so that the corre-
sponding tournament matrix T is irreducible) then the perron vector L' of T
affords a ranking of the players in the sense that under the Kendall-Wei
scheme. player i is ranked higher than player j if and only if l'j > r;
Fur any tournament on 11 vertices, the scan: ofvertex i is the outdcgrce of
that vertex: the score rector is the vector s whose ith entry is the score of vertex
i, I ~ i ~ 11. It is not difficult to show that if a tournament is regular (that is. all
vertices have the common score (/1 - 1)/2 --- note that necessarily II I111lSt be
odd) then all players have equal ranking under the Kendall- \vci scheme. Re-
cently it has been shown in Ref. [7] that for an almost J'egu:ar tournament, in
which half or the vertices have score 11/2 and half have score (Il - 2) /2 (11 is
necessarily even in this case), then any player corresponding to a vertex with
score 11/2 is ranked higher than any playercorresponding to a vertex with score
(11 - 2)/2. Thus both the regular and the almost regular tournaments have the
intuitively appealing property that the perron vector v is score ordered, i.e. Vi >
l ~i whenever s, > Si' However. by way of contrast, Bryce and Smythe [3] provide
an example of a class of tournaments in which a player corresponding to a
vertex of minimum score is ranked in the middle by the Kendall-Wei method.
As the resuJt of Ref. [3] illustrates, the ordering of the entries in the perron
vector of it tournament matrix may be quite different from the ordering of the
score vector. In an attempt to deepen our understanding of the perron vector
ordering, we focus in this paper on a particular subclass of tournaments (which
includes Bryce and Smythe's example), namely the tournaments with score
vector an = [1 I 2 3 4 ... n - 3 n - 2 n - 2r. This subclass of tournaments
has been studied in Refs. [2,4,6]~ and we use results from those papers in C\rder
to analyze the perron vectors corresponding to such tournaments, Specifically,
we give formulas for the entries in the perron vector of a tournament with score
vector 'VII' and discus- the general form of the perron vector ordering. As a
byproduct, this leads to a graph-theoretic lower bound on the corresponding
perron value. We then characterize the tournaments with score vector (Til which
have a score ordered perron vector. Throughout we will usc basic ideas from
nonnegative matrix theory; the reader is referred to Ref. [I J for an exposition of
these fundamentals,
2. Perron vector orderings for tournaments with score vector an
Suppose that 11 ~ 3~ and that we have integers I < al < ... < am. We let
Tl.aJ .....am be the tournament matrix of order (1m corresponding to the tourna-
ment constructed as follows: we have the special arcs J --t 01, ai-I -+ OJ,






2 ~ j ~ ni, and all other arcs in the tournament are oriented from the higher
numbered vertex to the lower numbered vertex. (We remark that Tl.u has just
one special arc. namely I -- a.) The characteristic polynomial of Tl,a, .....(/rn will
be denoted by pi.«: .. rl
m
(i.) and we will sometimes suppress the dependence on ;..
for notational simplicity. Note that these polynomials have been studied in
Ref. ro].
It 15 not difficult to see that for any collection of indices II, ... l h such that
1 < i l <: . , . < h < 11. the score vector of TU I.... ,iA.11 is all (sec Fig. 1 for an i1-
lustration of the corresponding tournament), The fol1owing result of Brualdi
and Li [2] provides the converse, which is key to understanding the structure of
such tournaments.
Proposition I ([2]). A tournament has score vector 0'1/ {I' and OI1~l' {!' the
corresponding tournament matrix is of the[ornt TUI .....iA.II.
In terms or matrices, Proposition I establishes that if T is a tournament
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It also follows from Proposition I that there arc 2"<! tournaments with score
vector 0'". Further. it is shown in Ref. [2] that each or TI.2,il ....,iA ,'I' rl.i t ..".i~ .11-1.11
and Tsu, .....iPI-1.11 is pcrmututionally similar to TI.iI" .. .i~.II' Observe that if A and B
arc permutationally similar tournament matrices with score vector all' say B =
PApt for some permutation matrix P. then Po; = crti' Consequently the per-
mutation corresponding to P is composed of one or hath of the transpositions
(L2) and (11 - L11). It now follows that in fact. there arc 2,,-4 nonisomorphic
tournaments with score vector IT",
Throughout the paper. when dealing with the matrix Tl.il ....Iin» we adopt the
natation that ill =I. and h. t ~ 11.
In this section. we consider the matrix TI. I1..... iA ." (here 11 is assumed to be at
least 5) with pcrron vector I' and pcrron value r. Further. in the remainder of
this section, we will take the convention that when k ~ L we have i l =I 2 and
h ;f- 11 - l, as results for the other matrices will follow immediately. For k =: 0,
we will only consider the matrix Tl.n'
OUf first result gives formulas for the entries in the perron vector 1\
Theorem I. The entries ;11 I.' ,wlfi.~ll' the tollowiug relations:
tl = 1'l'2: ~\I == rlll: ri~:::::: PI.I: (r)l'il/,.i l - l ;
ll, - J]' '(")"·/{ri}~ill-;J) . . (r)l
I} ,I - 1.1) .....1,. I, 1./1 .....I, I \ "
/11 particular [or 2 ~ j ~ k + I.
r -.=- lh/J· . (r) 1";1 1-- t: I
I, - 1.11.....1/ I •
Uil+1 :::::: (l/r)I'i, 1 +(I + I/r)vi, - (I/r)l'i/d
andfor ) ~ m~ ~Jt I - !i - J,
(I I / )11I -- IVii jill = + ,. '\ j I·
2~j~k.
Proof. For each j such that 0 ~.i ~ k, we partition out the first i, rows and
columns of the matrix, and partition v conformally as
(;";.J.
Using the eigenvalue-eigenvector relation, we have T1 · , II + v· e., == I'll
.11 .... ,'; '{II I; •
where ell denotes the ath standard basis vector. Hence
II :::: I'· (r/ - TI . . ) -I e,
'1" .r 1.....1' I,'
so that Vi, = v.; Ie}, (rl - Tl.il .....i,) -I eli' Using the cofactor expansion for the in-
verse, we havc
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r r_Tj'_,l ..._"i'-t-1 --
= del !rl- J
- ,.'/.-i, 1'-'/1' . (r)/IJ' . (r)
- 1.11 ..... 1, t 1.,1 .....
"
•
The formula relating l'i, 10 vi.. I now follows, as does the expression for lii, III
terms of "s-
Fix .i such that 0 :S;.i ~ k, and suppose that ij + I - ij > I. If
2 ~ III ~ iii I - ij - I, then from the eigenvalue-eigenvector relation, it follows
that r(v" I III - f'i, ,,1/ --I) == t;, 1111··1. Hence Vif ! 11/ == (I -+ 1/r)Vii 11/1- J, which yields
Vi,'m :::::: (I + 1/r )"'.I pi, r 1. Finally, note that r( l'ifl 1- l'i,) :::: '\ I + '\ -- Vi;. l'
which gives the expression for llj, , I. 0 '
Theorem 2. HIe hare VI < Vii < ... < vh < lli~.1 =1'/1' ./11 particular, Vt/ is the
maximum ent l' in v.
Proof. ~~'irst, note that Pil == "1'1, so certainly Vii > VI. Next we claim that for
o~ j ~ k - I, viA 1\_, > Vi~ J~ we use induction on .i to establish the claim. Note
that from the eigen value-eigenvector relation, r( v" - VI/_ d :=: 1),,_1 - [lip so
either Vn > Vn- t > ViA' or VII < t',,_1 < ViA' or Vn = V,,_I == f·'iA' Suppose that
ViA;;::: VII' so that (J" ~ VI/--I ~ ViA' Note that row h + I is dominated eatrywise
by row 11 - I~ considering the eigenvalue-eigenvector relation, we see that
r( V,,_I -- ViA ~ I) is the sum of a collection of' entries in v, so it follows that
V/I_I ~ l'iA+I· But r(viA - vh+d == -Vi~-I - Vi~ + VII < 0, so that vh < Vi4+1 ~ VIl - h
a contradiction. Hence we must have "iA < VII' This establishes the case j = O.
Suppose that the inequality holds for some j with k - 2 ~ j ~ O. Note that
r(vh_i - vh, ,) = Vh-i'~ +vh J 1-1-1 +... + ViA .;-1 + (ViA I" - "hi)' By the induc-
tion hypothesis, each of the tenus on the right-hand side above is positive, so
we find that ViA / > viA./ I' completing the induction step.
Finally, note that we have shown above that o; > 1),, __ 1 > vh' If m i= 11 - 1,
h, then Vm < VI/-I since the ,nth row of the tournament matrix is entrywise
dominated by the (n - I)st row. It now follows that v" is the largest entry in
v. 0
Corollary 2.l. J¥e have Vir I < Vi} for each j such that I ~.i ~ k,
Proof. If ~i - I = ij _ l , the inequality follows from the theorem above. On the
other hand, if ij - I > ij _ 1 then r(Vi; - Vii-I) == (Vi,tl - Vi, J +Vi,-I, and from
Theorem 2, the right-hand side is positive, yielding the result. 0
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Corollarv 2.2. For ead, " such tltal 0 ~ "~ k ..~ I, 11'(' lutre r, < r, ttl'
,J , • I , '
Proof. If i, 12 :::: i., I + I~ then the inequality follows from Theorem 2. while if
ij I I + I < i;12 tl'f(; .ncquulity follows from the f11Ct that row if is cntrywisc
dominated by row ij + I + 1. 0
Theorem 3. Suppose that i,1I > i, + I. Then either 1\ ~ I'i/Il, or I", > '\11-- 1 or, :3
I ~ m,~ i j +I - i, - 2 sucl) t!lal e'l I,,:, < I'l, ~ ''t,llllf I I. III fill' lust ClISl!.
m, = rIn (Llj)"II i d1.
, In () + 1/1')
Proof. Evidently we need only establish the formula for ui; Note that if l~if!"" <
"i, ~ '''/ 111/,1 I then from Theorem I, we find that this is equivalent to
(I + 1/1')11I/--1 ei, ,I < 1\ ( (1 + 1/rr" ,"Ii ,I, The expression for IIlj now follows,
o
Remark 1. From our formulas for l~i, and ['i,-l J we find that "i,/Pirll is of order r
when r is large. We claim that whenever i., ... ~ hll are fixed, there is an h+2
such that the perron vector of Tl.il .....i~. ~ has the property that if i j l I > i.i + I for
SOBle J' such that 0 ~ "~ k, then I~j > V, 1 __ l : To sec the claim, observe that
. I''
TI.iI .....iA , ~ contains Tt.i~ ,2 --it tI -I I as a principal submatrix. It is shown in Ref. [4]
that the characteristic polynomial of the !:u tel' is
Afl,~-iA'l+1 + Ah.~-·i~.I·-1 - (A + I)i l ' :' IAII--I, and it is readily SCCil 1iJ':~ .he perron
value of '!J.iA,~-'A'11I exceeds (ik~2 - h.1 - 1)ln. It now follows that the perron
value of Tl.iI, ....ti .: is increasing and unbounded as iu: -. C'ioV. establisning the
claim,
Remark 2. Taken together. Theorems 1·--J and Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 give a
general picture of the ordering of the entries in r. If a, b (j {in. i l .. · . ,h! I} then
L'a < 1.'/1 if and only if a < b. We have Viii > v~, and for I ~ j ~ k + I, we have
Vij > 11K' X{Pm I111 ~ t, - 1}. Also. for each .i such that 0 ~ j ~ k, Vi} <
min {vm IIII ;?: iff I}. In the case that ij _, 1- i, ~ 2, one of three possibilities
holds: either f'j(Vj.tl. or l',>llil-I or B l~mi~iifi-ij-2 such that
I' .' I , . .
Viflltlj < Vi, ~ Vi,+mr f I· In particular, the minimum entry of l' is l'2, while the
maximum entry is ll".
Our next result uses our knowledge of v to generate a lower bound on r.
Theorem 4. For each j such that 0~ j ~ k + I, ,. ~ ViI / V2 ~ r(~ I.
Proof, We use induction on i, and note that the result holds for j = 0 by
Theorem 1. Further, from Theorem 2 we find that for j ~ I,
I ~PI.iI .....iJ/{/jJ-jJ I' I}JUI .....t, I} while from Corollary 4.2 of Ref. [6], we have
PJ.iI .....ij/{ri,-jJ-.I~lpl.il ... ,Ii I} ~ r. An induction step yields the result. 0
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Proof. From RCI11ark 2. we find that the maximum entry in lJ is I\! J ' while the
minimum entry is 1'2. By Theorem 4. we have l\! 1/!1::. ~ ,).; i 2. Now Theorem 2,35
of Ref. [I] asserts that for an irreducible nonnegative matrix with maximum
row sum S. minimum row SUITI s, and perron vector H" we have
(S/s)1/2::;; IllHx{wd/min{l1'a. The result now follows from the tact that in
0111' case. S == 1/ - 2. s:::: I and max{/~i}/min{lli} == lJiAlj/"2. [J
ThcorCI11 3 admits the possibility that Vi, ( r l / r I for some values of). and as ~
byproduct of results in Section 3. we will produce examples with this property.
The next few results provide sufficient conditions under which '\ > I'i, I I.
Theorem 5. Suppose that iiI I ~ nl:tx{ij + 2~ i, + it--J - I}. Then 1\ > "i/II.
Proof. From the eigenvalue-eigenvector relation we find that
zz: (v· +v'. I + ...+v'- I - r - + l' - )IJ I " I I J I I , I j I I"j ~
- (VI +... +Vi .• -I + 1J; '1-1 +... + '-'i )-1 + 11,)t r: /. I I
= (v· .l I - v· ) + (I' - u· ) -+- (I' + V- 1 + . ..+v- _I )'t
'
I) I,I! 1).1 I, I II f ~ 'Ill
- (v, + ... +Vi ,-I -+ Vi ,11 + ... + Pi J -- d·I - , . I
From Theorem 2 we see that '\+:. - l'i)11 > O. while from Remark 2 and the
hypothesis, it follows that
- ( VI + ...+ Vi, z- 1 + l\ _:! -1 I + ...+ l\ I - I) > O.
Consequcntlv we conclude that Vi, - Vi/II is also positive. 0
Theorem ·;i. Suppose that i, II > I:i + I, lind that for SOI1U! I ~ m ~ i, i I - ~t - I,
Vii> l'irHII' (( m~ i1 - ill - 1, then VI > L'm·;·I, while ~I In > i l - io .- I~ then l'l >
ViI-I.
Proof. Note that for any j such that 0 «] ~ k, and I ~ m~ i}-t-) - ii - I, we have
Vi, > ,\+", if and only if
In(Vi,! V;j+ r)
In(] -+ III'} >m-1.
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From the eigenvalue-eigenvector relation, we find that l'i,/t li/II :::: r - (i ii +
... +Vi, -. dlVi, f l Ior j > I. H~J1cC 1'(\1' such j, Pi)Pi, ! I < ,. = I 'ill / f'ill I I (the last
from Theorem 1), and the conclusion follows. 0
The next few results arc motivated by the following question. Suppose that
we have the matrix TI.iJ.....h.iA j I with pcrron vector l', and perron value r. Observe
that this is a principal submatrix of Tl.il ... ..i,,,.i, '~, with (say) perron vector v' and
pcrron value 1". which is necessarily greater than r, From Theorem 1, if
I ~ (I, b~ i, I I, f'lI/t·." is some function //11(1..) evaluated at A := r, while 11;) ,,;, is
'/;/11 ('A.) evaluated at f... == r', What, if anything. can be said about the relationship
between these two ~F':lnlili,,~s? To that end, we discuss whether the functions
f(l(l... )/P,,(A) arc incrcvsing or decreasing for I.. ~ r.
Theorem 7. Suppose that k ~ I and that Aexceeds the perron root (?I' flUI .....i, .
Then PI./I." ..iA(A)!{Pl.q ... .s, ,(A)AfA- h I-- I } is {//I increasingfunction (~(A.
Proof. We usc induction 011 k, and note that
which is clearly increasing for A> O. Now from Lemma 4 of Ref. [6], it follows
that for k ~ 2. we have (suppressing the dependence of the PI.iI .....i,·S on A)
_'Ail -1(1... -1-- 1/1 i l k ! 1(1.. + l)ii .. k . l •
Conscq ucntly,
I { I i,- ii I - I }PUI··.. .i! !J1.i1 .···.ii I ...
_().. + l)ii--4--I! { ) _ _ 'Ail --i, I -I}.
11.'1 .....1, I
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Applying the induction hypothesis, we .ind that each term on the right-hand
side is a product of increasing functions, yielding the desired result. 0
Corollary 7.1. For each] slid, that 0 ~ j ~
A~r.
Theorem H. For cach] such that 0 :s; j ~ k + 1.1\(A)/l'.,(A) is increasingfor
Iv ~ ,. If a < if t 1 and dec'H'Clsing if a E {ij I I. i, i 2· •.. I h f 1}. l] if < a < b < i, t I
[or SOIlW 0 (..i -:( k .then l'h (A) /"11 (A) is decreasing [or f... ;?; r.
Proof. From Corollary 7.1, we find that '\ t1/fliJ is increasing for 'A ~ r, i.e.
l'illl ~il li is decreasing fOI such A; induction now shows thatl'i,/l'1I is decreasing if
a E {iii I ,~j I2"'" h I I }. In particular, it follows that v.l»; is increasing ifm < j.
Next we claim that for any j' with 0 ~ j ( k. r\,/ l li , I I is increasing for A~ r.
We lise ind uction on l. and note tha1 the case .i == 0 follows directly from
ThcorCI11 I. Suppose thallli,/f1i,1 I is increasing 0 ~.i ~ m < k, and note that this
implies that i'a/Pin/II is decreasing for all a < ill/II. Since l 'llIIt! + 1 = (III')
(VI +... + "imd)' we have llim,J' 1imll ll + 1== (1/,.)(l'I/II;1I111 + ... +1), which is
evidently decreasing. The claim now follows. Conscq ucntly if if ~.i
and I ~h~iifll - iq - J, then (!i,/Vi'/II' = l~i,/{Pi"",(1 + 1/'A)"-J} = (l'iiIViq)
(IJill/Vi,,1 d (1/(1 + l/A)" --I)~ since this last is a product of increasing functions,
we find that 1\I Pi"I" is also increasing. 0
Remark 3. We note that for some values of a and b, drawing conclusions
concerning the behaviour of (1/1/1'/1 as a function of J... may necessitate S0l11C
knowledge of A itself. For example. if i l -= 5~ then "il I 1/112 is given by
(I + I/A)~ + Iv. This function is increasing in A for A > (J1+ /3 +413)/2
rv 2.4415, and decreasing for 0 .:::: A< (J3 + /3 +4V3)/2. Thus. for instance
the ratio Vir I IIV2 is decreasing at the matrix 1'1.5. which t has perron value
approximately l.7194, but increasing at tlr: matrix 1'1.5.\) , wl.ich has perron
value approximately 2.5248.
A result of Bryce and SIllYthe [3] shows that for the matrix T1 , we have
ur,,/211 J > VI > "111 /21' The following result provides an analogue to 1I1e lower
bound.
Theorem 9. I] k ~ 1, then VI> fJr . ,' f 1)/21'
Proof. The result of Ref. [3] implies that for the matrix Tl.ml PI > " lm/2].· Since
k ;?; I, we see that the perron ·.'aI ue exceeds that of Tl.il.ilti' which is
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pcrmututionally similar to Tl.i l -I I . By Theorem 8. we find that 1'1 > l'/li, t 1)/21.
since the ratio 1'I/" [(i1 j IIn1 is increasing in A. D
3. Tournaments with score vector a; whose pcrron vectors are score ordered
In this section we use an inductive approach to characterize the tourna-
mcnt matrices with score vector rr, which have a score ordered perron
vector. To this end. we deal primarily with matrices whose perron vector l' is
increasingly ordered (i.e. fi ~ l ~j if and only if i ~ j). since results 1'01' score
ordered perron vectors \VB! follow readily, In contrast to the preceding
section. in this section we will allow i, to be 2 and we will allow h to be
n - I.
We require a number of preliminary results, the first of which helps to CS~
tablish our inductive approach.
Theorem 10. The pcrron rector F o] TI.t! ... ..iA.1I is ill{'r('asillg~l' ordered {'( lindonly ~r
il x: 2 and[or each i ~.i ~ k such that i, t I > ij + I. we hare Vi, . 1 ~ Pi, + I 'i, I'
Proof. From Remark 2, we sec that the perron vector is increasingly ordered if
and only if 1\ ~ 1'" I 1 whenever ij ! 1 > if + I. This necessitates i, = 2 (otherwise
VI == rP2 > 1'2). while from Theorem I we see that if I ~.i ~ k and i., I > ij + I,
the sign of l';" 11 - l "i, is the same as the sign of lJi, I + l.\ - l.'i,.I ' 0
Corollary 10.1. Ifthe pcrron rector (?f' Tl.il ... ..ii.n is increasingly ordered, then so is
the pcrron vector (~( TI.i, .... s, for each j such that I ~ j ~ k.
Proof. Suppose that the perron vector of TI./I . ... i~ ,II is increasingly ordered, so
that in particular. i, == 2. If the perron vector l' of TUt.. ...i, is not increasingly
ordered, then for some 111, we have "i",.1 > Vi", > "i
m
I' or equivalently
I > v.Jv«, + {'i
m
,/Pi",,,. It follows fr0J11 Theorem 8 that for the perron vector
z:' of T1il i ". W~ have c, ICi I > l',~ Ir,~ and I',' (/vi I > v,' Il',~ . But then
• • - • .• ~ • III til 1 m ," , I m m• m III I I
we find that r; > "; +' v',. , a contradiction. 0
11111 III tn 1
The next few results will establish that a tournament matrix with score
vector (JII can have ail increasingly ordered perron vector only if its pcrron
value is small. Throughout the sequel. we use the notation h('A) to denote
PJ.2.... ,k(i.. ), and we will frequently suppress the dependence on A.
Lemma I. Suppose that A~ 2.5. The}: h > h--J + h-2 for k ~ 2.
Proof. For 2~ k ~ 4. it follows from a direct computation that lk > h-I + li-:
whenever A> 2. For the case that k ~ 5, we find from [4, 'j h~orcm 5.1], that if
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"A ~ 2.5. then I~ :--2/~ - I > 0 for any k ~ 1. Consequently. appealing to this
result. we have l, . 2/~ - I ;?; 1,. -1 +hi> h-I +2h..2 > h..1 + h-'J.' 0
Theorem II. Suppose that the perron value (~r T1,i l .....u» is at least 2.5. Then the
perron E'{'C/Ol' o] Tl j l .....;/. .N is no' incrcusinglv ordered.
Proof. Note that if i;.; I - i, == I for all .i such that 0 ~ j ~ k, then by Theorem
5.1 of Ref. [4]. the perron value of TI.iI .....i~ .11 is less than 2.5. Consequently. there
is somej such that i., I - i,_> l, and let jo be the first such index. Ifj \ ::= 0 then
111 = 1'1 12 > II.:!, while if jo = I, then we have "il > 11;1 j I if and only if ,.2 > r + 1~
in either case, the :)crron vector is not increasingly ordered. So suppose that
/'0 ~ 2. and note that for 0 ~ ,'~ /'0 +- I, t''; = IJ·, Now r(F/· - Pi '1) ==• • • I I II III'
l'; I - (:i - r, :::: l" (I, I - l, - 1,- I) > O, the last incqual ity following
In • III I,. I - III I III III
from Lemma 1. Thus (' i > Pi 11. SO that the perron vector is not increasingly
' II 'II
ordered. 0
The next few results will identify classes of tournament matrices whose
pcrron vectors arc not increasingly ordered. \Vc begin with a useful recurrence
for some characteristic polynomials,
For k ~ 2\
) . . _ (;..,/~ ll .i~ + (A. _L l)iA ,, -;~ -I'). .! 1.,\ .....Ii" - , r J'I.I I .. ... /A
- A.iA--;A.I -I((/I.+ l)il. l l "·h _"Ah ,l·ii-l)p ..
1.11 ... ..Ii I
_1.;A - -i~ .~ -2(A + l)i~ll -iA ·lp . . .I.rr .... .Ii ~
Proof. We usc the fact that the characteristic polynomial of an 11 x 11 (0, I)
matrix with zero diagonal can be written as L (-1 )C(U)A"-I'(U), where the sum is
taken over all unions U of vertex disjoint cycles in the associated digraph, and
where c( U) and v( U) are the number of cycles in U and the number of vertices,
in U, respectively. The for-nulas for flu l and f)UI.;:! then f i)JJOW from a direct
calculation.
For pu, "...iA. l when k ~ 2, we partition the set of disjoint cycle unions into
four subsets: those that do not contain the arc h -+ h+ 1, those that contain
h -+ h,'l but not h-I -+ ti, those that contain a cycle going through .lust the
vertices h-I\ hlh j·1 and possibly some vertices between hand ik+I •. and those
containing the arcs h-l --* ;,. and h ~ hod and involving a vertex ress than h.
The first collection of U's contributes a term OfA/J.II ~ikPI.iI ... .,iA to tile charac-
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tcristic polynomial, while the second collection contributes a term of
_'Ait --il -\ -I ((A + 1r I--it ·1 _ Ai~ .I-IA '·'·)PI· . since the clements of the second
.t I .... .IA I'
collection arc in one-to-one correspondence with the noncmpty subsets of {h +
I..... ik ., I - 1}. The elements of the third collection arc in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the subsets {h + 1.... ,h . I _. I}. so that the third collection
contributes a term of _AiA -·iA ~.-2(11. + I )i~ 01 . it - I!JUI .. ,/1 .!: the fourth collection,
being in one-to-one correspondence with the disjoint cycle unions in ~ he sub-
toumamcnton vertices I h which involve the arc h. I ----t h. contributes a
term or O~ + )rA·1- 'A- I (PI.i\ "il - Ail -- i~ 'Pv« .... .i( I)' Collecting terms and simpli-
fying now yields the result. 0
Corollary 12.1. 711£' chaructvristic polynotniu! o] TI.~ .. ".I1- kn is
( •k . (. l)k I) / (( • I )k • k-·J ) / ( • I )A 1/I. 'f" I. + 11k - I. + - I. " k I - I. + II-k·~·
Procf. The formula follows directly from Theorem 12. 0
Coronary 12.2. ~I' k ~ 4. the perron rector (~l TJ.'2 ... .n-kn is IIO! increasingly
ordered.
Proof. We begin by noting that if k = 6 and II =~ 7~ then the result follows from
Theorem IO. Further, ~: k ~ 6 and 11 ~ 8. then TI.2 .....n-L» has a principle
subrnatrix which is perrru ftc rlly similar to Tu;~ whose perron value exceeds
2.5. Thus the perron vall: ' TI.'2 .....II-bl is larger than 2.5. so the result follows
from Theorem II.
Hence we need only \,. . to the case that k := 4 or 5. If (k,ll) ::::: (4, 5)~
then again Theorem 10 yields \ ..:::,ult~ so suppose that (k.l1) #- (4,5). Observe
that then TI,2....,"--k." contains uinciplc submatrix which is pcrrnutationally
similar to Tl.:,. the pcrron vah. .which is larger than 2. Thus the pcrron value
of 71.L ... II--~.1/ exceeds 2, and cv by Theorem II. we need only consider the
case that its perron value is ~ 2.5.
We cinim that if 2 ~ i. ~.i en In-It (i.) < lll-k~di.) + 11/.__ /;-2()')' Observe
that lJtK~ the claim has be,n established. the result will follow from
Theorem HJ. To see the claim, first note that from Corollary 12. I. we
have
(( • 1)~ .k -- I ) I ( · I)" -.1,I, .. k = I. + ~- I. ,,--/;-1 _ I. + 1/-~k-::_
, (i.k+(i.+l)*--') (;,"+().+l)"-'j
It follows then that I,,_/; ~ 1".--/;--1 + 1"-k--2 if and only if
I....... 'A.,k l,, _k_2
1/- k-I "/' (I~O. + l)k -·1 _ iI-A -I _ AI.:) .
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Since the Perron v.slue of TI.2 o...ol/ k.1I exceeds that of TI.2.....I/~ 1.1/ .. I ~ we find
f'r0111 Corollary 12.1 that
(Ak -+- (A + I)k·· 1) ill "J; .. I - (( A+ l )i\ - Ak .. I ) I".'k_2
- p.. + I)~ " 1/" .•k _.J > O.
so that in particular.
1 _ .. > [().+ I)k - i.A 1]!" 'A '
II k I r'li (. I)k I][I. .+ I. +
An uninteresting computation reveals that jf 2 ~ )\. :.; 2.5. then
( • I)k -k .. 11.+ -I.
[i:( +(;. + 1)Ii .. I J
is decreasing and bounded below by I.). white
)..f
Ii I < I.S.(A(A + 1)'" - 'A.1i - 1 - Ali)
for such A. It now follows that I,, ·_A > I" .k 1 + III k ~~ so that the perron vector
is not increasingly ordered. 0
Theorem 13. Suppose thllt In ~ 2~ and that r ~ A. ~ 2.5~ when: r is thepcrron value
(~f' TI.2.....",.1II 12.f1I I4. Theil ImeA.) > Im" l (A) -/- Im0. 2( "- ) .
Proof. We proceed by induction on Ill: note that r is at least as large as the
perron value of 7i .1.4J" which is approximately 1.917 by a MATl.AB
computation. A direct calculation now yields the inequality for m:: 2.
Suppose that III ~ 3~ and that the statement holds for In - 1. Since A~ r, we
find that PI.2.....fII.1II 12./II.14(A) ~ O. Applying Theorem 12 and Corollary 12.1 to
compute the polynomial, we deduce that (A.t + AJ + 2A~ +).,~: 11/",("A.) ~ (A4+
A3 + 'A1 + (A + 1)3)lm_l+(I~1 +1..2 +- (A + 1)~)lm-2.1t follows tl'\1 it is enough to
show that (A,2 + 2)" + 2)/",_., + (1 - 1..3)111/ . 2 > O.
From the induction step, we find that (1..2 + 2'A ,J.. 2)/"' -1 -I- (I - 'A3)lm_ 2 ~
('A2 +2"- +2)(111I-2 + Im- J ) + (1 - 'A3)11II ":' =-~ (1..2 +2A +3 - 1...3) / "' _2 +(A2 +2A
+2)1,,;-3' Further, by Corollary 4.2 of Ref. [6]~ 111I - 3~ (1/"-)/111-2, SO we fil l d
that (A2 + 2A + 3 - )..3)/"'_2 + (12 + 2Ao + 2)/m-3 ~ (1/),,)(13 + 3A2 + 5A+2-'A4)
Im- 2• By Descarte's rule of signs, h(x) == x3 +3x2 +5x +2 - x4 has just one
positive root, and since 11(2.5) > O~ we sec that necessarily (I /AHA:\ + 3A.2 +
SA +2 -1..4)/11I _2> O. As a result" (A.2 + 2"- +2)/m-l + (1 - ')...-')11/1"'2 > 0, com-
pleting the induction. 0
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Corollary 13.1. Suppose thut k.q ~.~ 2 lift" J!WI n ~ k +({ f- 2. Theil the perron
rector of rl.~, ..It k IJ.II LII is not incr('asingly ordered.
>Proof. If the perron value Aof TI.2 .....II _~_ I/.'I-/ul exceeds 2.5. then we arc done by
Theorem 11. If A~ 2.5. then we also havc r ( A, whcre r is the pcrron value of
Tt ,2, " ~ l~tI A 1/'2.11 Ii (/1-1. since this last matrix is a principle submatrix of
TI.~ .I1 ~-("'I-k.lI· Thus by Theorem 13. we have III k f,(A) > In kil d/")+
I'I ~ f/-~(A). and so it follows frOI11 Theorem 10 that the pcrron vector of
TI.~ .... .1'--1i -/f.rl Ii,n is not increasingly ordered. 0
Next we investigate the pcrron vector of TI.2....tI ).Ij'
Theorem 14. SUPfJo,\'(' that 11 ~ 26, 71w1I lite perron rector o] TU." ../I .~.II is
incrcasinglv ordered.
Proof. From Theorem 10. the pcrron vector is increasingly ordered if and only
if 1/I_J(r) < 1,,_4(r) + 1".5(1'). where r is the perron value of TI.~ ..... lI 111.V-lC find
from a computation on MATLAB that the perron value of TI.~ .....~l~6 is
approximately 2.4349. so it follows that r ;>, 2.434.
Applying the recurrence ltl-~ = (A + 1)/,,-4 - AlII) - I".(H we find that
11/. J (r) < 1"._4 (r) -+- Ifl -- s(r) if and only if r/n 4(r) < (r + ]) I" 5(r) + 111 - 6(1' ). Now
the characteristic polynomial of TI.2.....fl-J,'J is
(AJ 4 \A-t- I):!) 1" ...\ - (( A+ l) J - A:!) III .4 -- (A + I)21,,_. 5•
so that
, . .', ",'"1/1. J == (1 +(/.. k + A) / (A:' + (/1. + t) -))In 1 + (( A+ 1t /(A: + (A + 1r))111 - 5•
Applying the recurrence for II/-J once more and rearranging terms, we deduce
that III .3(1') < 11/ .. 4(;') + I". 5(1') if and only if
1 211I·5(r)/I/I.6(") > (r + 1HI - (,. + 1) ).
Since PU, .... fI 5.,1-2(1') > O. it follows that
1"._5(r)/I"'6(") > ((r+ 1)3 _,1)/(,..1 + (1'+ l)~).
An uninteresting calculation shows that if ,...3 - (II. -+ ,)2 > () (which holds for
A= 1'), then
((A + I)? - A2) / p,1 +- (A + ])2) > (A + I)/ ((A~ - (A + I)1)
if and only if g(A) == 'All + i·,:' ~- 2tt - 9'A.) - 12A:~ - 8~,·~ 1 > O. A fv1ATLi\a
computation shows that the largest positive root of ;.:; is ar-proximately 2.4316.
so that g(r) > O. As a result, we find th.1t
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and hence the pcrron vector of 1'1.2.....n _).11 is score ordered. 0
Remark 4. From MATLAB computations. we find that for 11 ~ 25, the perron
vector of 1'1.~ .... /I J.11 is not increasingly ordered for 5 ~ 11 ~ 15, and is
increasingly ordered for 16 ~ II (25. This, together with Theorem 14 above
shows that the perron vector of 1'1.2.. ...11- 111 is increasingly ordered if and only if
11 ~ 16.
We can tina Ily characterize the tournaricnt '~lHt rices with sCO"C vector an
having an increasingly ordered pcrron vccu.i.
Theorem 15. Suppose that T is 1I taurnament matrix with score rector (ill' 1"11('11
lite perron rector (~l T is increasingly ordered (I' lind (}II~\' ~I' either T == Tt.2 .....1i -2.11
T == T/,2 ....II- .~.II'
Proof. The sufficiency has already been established, so we need only establish
the necessity. To do so. we use induction on II, and note that the result can be
verified directly for n ~ 6. Suppose thalli ;:: 7. and that T has the form TI.i, .im.n~
observe that necessarily jill ~ 11 - 2. There arc two possible cases: (i) Tl.i l ;1I1 =
TI.2....." A for some k, and (ii) i, t I - i j > I for some 1~ j ~ 111 - I.
If (i) holds, we find from Corollary 12.2 and Remark 4 that either k = 2~ or
k == 3 and n ;:: 16.
If (ii) holds. we ./h,d i'l uld the induction step that if if 1 I - i j > I for some
1~ j ~ m . - 2~ then the perron vector of TI.I, .....i". is not increasingly ordered, and
consequently from Corollary 10. J~ the perron vector of TLl1 ,... ,im,'1 is not in-
creasingly ordered, contrary to the hypothesis. If i; I I - i, > 1 only for
j == m - 1, then we find that T has the form TI.2"."II-k-q,II -k,tI for some k, q ~ 2.
But then Corollary 13.1 applies, and the perron vector of T is not increasingly
ordered, C
The following is ,1 mmediatc consequence of Theorem 15.
Corollary 15.1. Suppose that T isa !OllrU1II1U!1l1I1wlrix with score vector (fll' Then
the pcrron rector of T is .\'£'OI'£J ordered (I' and only l!' T is one (~I' the[allowing
matrices: TI.~ ll-.I.II' TI.'2 n-'2.,l' T1J ..... I1--l.tl' Tu ...../1--2.n~ lind for 11 ~ 16,
TI.2,....,,--~.I!. T1.2 "--lll-1.1l, T1.l ,,,-3,,,, T1J "..,11-3"r ·I,n'
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